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Homecoming tonight - UNI vs. St. Xavier
North~astern Illinois University
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Four elected
as Senate officers
Early T hursday morning,
Mitchell S. Braun, Election
Committee Chairma n, announced the results of an
unprecedented voter turnout of
a Student Senate Officers
election. The winners were:
Robert J. Kosinski, President;
Harold Whitfield, Vice President; Lila Katz, Secretary;
William J. Rzepka, Treasurer;
and Zira Smith, for Collective
Bargaining Representative.
The number of votes received by each candidate
included? for President: Donald P. Collins, 363; and Robert
J. Kosinski , 615; for Vice
President, Jim Boratyn 373
and Harold Whitfield, 616; for
Secretary, Lila Katz, 595 and
Donna ·Wilson, 370; for Treas-

urer, Tom Mulczynski, 390,
and William J. Rzepka, 574 ;
for Collective Bargaining Representative, Zira Smith, the
only candidate who ran unopposed received 658 yes votes
and 167- no votes.
The ballots cast by campus
were: Main Campus with 837
voters, 857 ballots, 20 invalids,
and 837 valid ballots cast;
CI CS with 91 vot ers, 120
ballots cast, 26 invalid ballots~
and 91 valid ballots; El
Centro with 32 voters, 28
ballots cast, no invalid ballots,
and 28 valid ballots cast;
Uptown with 10 voters, 28
ballots acast, no invalid votes,
and 10 ballots cast; and
Westside, with 24 voters, 25
ballots cast, 2 invlid ballots,

President Ron Williams accepts the trophy which signifies the Eagles' first place finish in the
Illini-Badger Conference. Presenting the trophy are: All-Conference Playel"s: Bob Perlowski, Bob
Falk, Head Coach Dan-Lanno, Presi ent Williams, Athletic Director "S in" Salar:io, ACP Bill
· Pretzer, and_Jim D'Antoni~. [~oto by Diana L. Saunders]

and 23 valid ballots cast at
this center.
.
.
The UNI community members who took part in ballot
tabulation included Mitchell S.
Braun, Robert L. McDonald,
John B. Downes, Kathi Wet-

terer, Sam Giberstein, Joan
Nordberg, and Mary Williams.
This election took place on
all campuses Jan. 24 and 25.
The new officers will resume
their positions in early March,
replacing President Jim Pay-

ette, Secretary Judy Macior,
and Collective Bargaining Repres en ta ti ve Oscar Worrill.
Whitfield is currently the
Student Senate Vice President
and Kosinski is currently the
Student Senate Treasurer.

, commentary

The final chapter
Kosinski

Rzepka .
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"Friends, Romans, country- clear the slate .o n was the two
men! Lend me your ears. I
letters to the editor this week
come to bury Caesar, not to
(page 2) on the election issue
_ of two weeks ago. ·The major
praise him."
William Shakespeare points for discussion were:
front page layout, letters, ads
· and commentary. 1 ) The
by Robert J. Kosinski
It may come as a shock to simplest layout method possisome and a delight to many ble was used for the front.
that after four years of service Photo positioning was largely
to the P\int organization, I based on the nature of the
have decided that this should photo and the size of the
be my last issue. Mandatory accompanying comments; 2)
retirement because of my All ads in the issue were paid
election victory would have for. All candidates and their
come in March, but I just supporters were given equal
couldn't wait any longer. At opportunities to contract ads
this point in time, I can see no at the same cost. 3) Many
more reason for. the sleepless questions surroµnded the editnights and foodless days to ing of a letter to the editor and
which the Print Editor must comments by Don Collins. A
become accustomed. And as newspaper is libel for any and
for the knocks and digs that all of jts content. The letter
an Editor picks up along the was submitted untyped and
way, well, they stopped both- late, yet for some reason I felt
ering me a long time ago.
that I should Print it. I was
One matter I would li.lce to. advised by a UNI administrat-

or not to Print it and told by
an attorney that I couldn't.
Both the letter and the
comments of Mr. Collings were
said to be libelous, and the
editors have rights, too. 4) I
have reserved, for all future
editors, the right of commentary. Every week, I write
about whatever I feel most
strongly about at the moment.
I commented on a campaign of
character assasination which is
unparalled in UNI student
senate history. The commentary was written in the slim
hope that it would stop. It
didn't work.
I leave the Print with a clear
conscience and the best of
wishes for the Print staff. For
me, the Print was a worthwhile
experience and an education,
but after four years, it feels
good to break free.

Page 2
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Dear Editor,
May I quote last week's one
and only letter to the editor?
"Even those who disagreed
with your point of view must
.
admit that you've run the
paper fairly and have given
others a chance to air their
opinions." Perhaps you can
explain then why some of
Donald . Collins ' reasons for
An open letter to Bob Ko11inski down.''. Threwn in ar.e• a few Dear Editor:
and the Northeastern conimuii- tasteless snipes at his oppo. My criticism on educational
running · for pr!')sidency of
ity:
nent. Is this .journalism or a standards from this section
Student Senate were -remov:eq
has many followers in the
from last week's paper, mak~
Havmg served as a writer personal political platform?,"
~y Jeff'Vischulis
masculine world but the
ing 'his resll!!]._e_the shortest of
and Managing Editor of the
Page 4 has a full-page 1for
If you're looking for somePrint in 1974-75; I still care Bob's ticket. I assume it is beautiful world is against it. I
all the candidates. What were
thing differen t to do this
the legal reasons for that? i'm
about the publication and its YOUR ticket, · Bob. By the always say about bad things
weekend, and don't have a
especially interested since so
journalistic principles. I have way, just WHO paid for t he they argue while I could use
thing in mind, then hop on
my creative mind in a
mu"ch space was alloted Judy
long realized that the Print !s ad?down to the old Polish
Macior's letter to the editor
. in a responsible, uniue ·p osition
This •kind of writing smacks romantic sense keeping up
Museum of America. The
praising you for your political
of influence, given the growth of the ·"yellow press' '. of .with' the European tradition.
museum, located at 984 North
of Northeastern and the make- Hearst's days in the late · When . I present something
ability.
Milwaukee Ave. in the heart of
As a supposedly responsible
up of its denizens. As I reflect 1800's and it i's a . shame and a critical from this section I do
Chicago's "old Polonia ", is
that in purpose; I am telling
editor why do you publish
back to when I was serving on disgrace to journalism.
housed in the Building of the
secondhand information? I'm
the staff, I am proud that this
I ask · the students, ·faculty · indirectly ·to some -people that
Polish Roman Catholic Union.
speaking about your commenpublication met its challenges,
and staff of ·Northeastern to they are WRONG! · and I am
. The museum has expanded
tary of last week. The purpose
· was innovative in copy ·presen,~-,,...~ fJ,ect -pn· .the- :implications of ready to' . engage · in public
from the tiny, one-room exhibof a paper is not to propogate
tation and story materi~'r 1 not -only the questionable use debate with_· anyone I have
it area of the early 50's to
rumors.· You have nQ right to
stood up to outside press~~.)oft~~:fririt'(i:~urces} n this entertained in i:ny . criticism.
several e_x hibition rooms, inuse the paper• to-.condemn . a
· and maintained "good journal:, elec_tJo~. b~t ..also the : much Here is a' case st6ry: A student
cluding'i)vo small art' galleries.
political adversary without·.
istic standards," to quote ·the' broatter question of sep!ll'ation plead an audience ftom ·
. One of the' newest exhibits is
staff box. Bob, you were a- · of media and government. Can · teacher. The teacher set ·an
proof. In.my·minq .that is dirty
huge, ·stained•gla's s \ yihdow
member of that Print organiza- · it · be allowed that a leading appointment after two days. · politics. ·
depicting the birth and aefeat
tion.
representative of the media The student insisted on an
Finally I just have to say · of Poland after ten years . of
Now I am saddened and
also serve in executive capaci- audience right away that
that the Student Senate has no
independence. Among other
angered to see ·in the January
ty in student government? The wouldn't take more than five
place for hypocritical editors. I · exhibits are the colorful "piquote you. "I have always · sanki" - hand-designed Eas20 issue, a culmination of what
implications of conflict of minutes and its urged for him.
has been a long-term trend of
interest are so evident, . one The teacher replies: I told you
fought for the rights of
ter eggs; the traditional Polish
violating ,those standards. Todoes not need much of an I cannot do it today. I have to· students which have so often
costumes. And what would the
go home; I got to feed my dog!
been denied." As editor you
day, more than ever, it seems
imagination.
visit to the museum be
What. good to say in cases
have denied certain students,
excellence in journalism is paid
To be fair, I at one time was
without the museum director's
lip service, while those prina student Senator while hold- · · like this beautiful ladies? Why
c~rtain political opponents · , performance on p a d erews ki' s
ciples which are held dear by,
ing concurrently the Managing we should look the other way
their right within your paper.
original pian9·. The museum
all too few, lie tattered with
E.d itor's job., And_ I (elt the when human beings are treatThat is not fair jmynalism. I
also has a gift shop containing
abuse.
temptations and conflicts of ed with less respect than
do desire a reply to my letter.
Polish handicrafts and gifts.
And in case you do win, Mr.
These principles I speak of
having two positions which by domesticated animals? How I,
The museum is open every
Kosinski, congratulations on _
are the -me.dia ' s :tradit'ional
rights should be m!,ltually a devoted ·Human Rl. ghts
day of the-week from 1-4 P.M.
vigilance over goventlng bodexclusive. I ended up resigning activist; should. write about · fooling the majority of UNI's ~ Adm. .. .. . fr
b
d
·
~·
.
;:,tl d
,J..~,:,i • •
·
•
,
1ss1on 1s, ee, ut ona· .,
· •
·
ies; courage (and restraint) to . from the Senate.part}~ because: goo d things when I. can use.my , , . " .JI ent >''l'-'Y .~ • .. '• , "'
~ e Stephens .. tioris· will' be appreciated.
print only the truth; avoid~ce_
I was leaving school, but also time to help other peopui
of using publication a~ Jl • because I saw that .~hat i
rather than · fascinate the
personal soapbox; exercising
do~g ·w as wr~ng. ·· - - · • · ·· enthralling beings of nature?
judiciously the sometimes aweNortheastern is in many Lust for assisting a person
· PRINT, the officially recognized ' student newspaper
some responsibilities of ,, editway.s . a microcosm . of• the exceed lust to' enchant . the~
ing; higher service the com"outside world." If our genera- beautiful world. We have
serving Northeastern Illinois University, 5500 N. St. Louis
munity · than merely being a
tion, the traditional "new, · people here that should have
Ave., Chicago, Ill. 60625, is published each Friday during
the regular academic year. Material .published herein is not
bulletin board; and the almost
fresh hope," involves itself in been either working in a zooto· be confused with views expressed by the university
sacramental notion that - the
maneuver.s such as these as in the above case administration.•
media and government are and
outlined here, then it appears according to Russel; shearing
'fhe editors have soie authority governing aiI mate$1
must be separate.
that all olcl mistakes will be sheep wool . in Bulgaria submitted
and reserve the right to edit copy .. Editing
previous
case
although
I submit that these princirepeated.
implies that editors need not accept all submitted material. ;
ples have been violated. To
Times change Bob, but Voltaire's vindictiveness in
Good journalisti~ standards will be maintained.
wit:
traditions of excellence do not. Candide there ·may have been
Deadline for submitting material is Tuesday, 12:00 noon,
•- Page 1 of the January 20
I am sorry to witness that all more appropriate, or study
for the following Friday's issue. All copy must be -typed. ·,
issue has Print editor Bob
the best in journalism an Rousseau in an Irish monasLate copy or ~aterial that does not conform to the ,
tery to combine a , nice
Kosinski's picture and caption · idealism has been discarded . .
sta11dards set forth _u nder Print publication policy will •be · ·
Regards, character with some knowin the first column, top of the
JeffQever ledge, if a Diogenic criticism
llandled accordingly by, the editors. The editors.will publish,
page. Following that are the
a_
t their !liscr~tiqn, .any lette.rs ·to the editor,
wants
to·
be
avoided.
pictures and captions of . the .
announcements, articles, photos, advertising, or other
- ,, I •
I'n the· above ·cases venother members of the siµne .
submitted material. .
.- .,• . gea.nce, ignorance, ·and ·ta~k of
tick:et. One does not need to be .. .
Readers a~e enc~u'raged to submit letters to the editor.
a genius to recognize ~hf:l ,
,,_
common sense put· some good
Unsigned
letters will not be published, but names will be
students
fo
the
dog~
house
advantages of being first. on · ... Dear Editor
withheld and remain confidential upon request. Obscenities
unjustifiably, To quote a great
the ·ballot. Bringing up' the ·_ . .As Presid~nt of the Political
are discouraged.
scholar in this institution: A
rear on this page are the , Science Club, it · has. been
The Office of Print is open daily and is located in room
person with knowledge is a
"also-rans." I am especially broughL te·. my attention that
:E-049,
north of the cafe~ria. ,OQ~ telephoJ!e number is
humble
person;
an
ignorant
puzzled about the necessity of . our organization .was mali1583-4050, extensions 508 and 509. After 9:00 PM _or
p~rson is a dangerous person!!!
the last line in the caption
ciously slandered by a candiafter the sw:itchb~ard is closed, call ~ec£ 583-406s'.
Thanks to the change in
beneath Donald Collins 's piedate · for . the, Student Senate
registration prograni where
ture which reads - "Remain- • Office. The incident occurred
students dump some quackers
der omitteed for legal· r~a-:. at the Student Senate meeting
Editor-in-Chief ....................... .'................. Robert J. Kosinski
and rascals, ajthough some
sons.' '.
of January 23, 1978. We realize
Associate Editor ........ :............................. Diana L. Saunders
who do not know fall in the
Page 2 has a lengthy letter
that .the candidate was exces. Business Manager ........... ,.., .................... Mitch~ll s. Braun
bog -of incomp!,ltence. Unfortufrom a staunch supporter of
sively· emotional· due to . the
·sports Editor ... :..............................·....... :; .. ,.......•.. John Stepal .
Bob Kosinski. Apparently this
heated campaigning in which • nately this is the-. truth
Photo Editor .... :... ;.: .. '. .........•..........................Cindy Hagerty
~ 'J , ,.. , ,_' '
, ,•
~
beautiful , ladies, and • I -am
was· the only letter worth . he - .was, involved .. Normally,
printing that week.
. ~. . such a · slander would provoke . w'eicoming your. cri.tique :as
Page 3 has Bob Kosinski's . - . an adamant refutation,. ho.'wev- · m,u ch -a s . I would have
weekly commentary, this time ,-: er; ,as· this space .a nd our t ime · - welcomed ,i a ·-,sheep ' s ,· eyes
STAFF: -Kathy Brozek, Tom Gross mayer, Donald Czowie- J
.-.. · , ·· , , ·
ranging .in viewpoin t from,. hold ; mo~e.{ valuable} ,we. will· { glimpse.
cki, Sue · Lamb, Ross Helland, Judy Macior, Dan
NickRetsos
Napoleon, " ... a fe\\'. of_ my . ,. forego 3Qun ·..exercise . of , fr\ee . ,.
Pearson, William Rzepka, Siddy Ziegler.
loyalists i}!formed me ... ,". to . _, speech~. ,;_h-,.., ;n • ni ._:, ,., .,«.:, ;: i ~, ••-<•: •
Abbie _Hoffman, " .. . my't!eiJJ8-w:.i ~;lT :r: U-k;:.A.ki».,:•~id~Y, .1:\
.PHOTOGRAPHERS: James Gross, Ann F. •Holda, Dolora .
.., ~·.
two steps away from in~c\nin: 80 u;,,,,.PolitjeaJ Sdence Club ,,
Jung, Bill Sanford.
·
""
..
"'
~
·,~
.
ment by a Grand Jury . . . •,;'{r:;,,/1 · ,.,,., nt 'f''""' ,, :, ' _ .. ,..
. th ,
to Richard Nixon, " ... and if r .., .
,, .
he can't take it, he should step
·i,• -. ,
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smaJJ. But as he moves co-;trol-room, with two smaller cal outlets on the walls at the
forward toward the audience, • re )ms for costu~e a~d prop sides of the stages; they are '
he grows incredibly large in s : orage.
high up and fully expO!~ed,
appearance. It's as if your eyes
In the lobby, an office has . therefore useless. These probwere .playing tricks on you. . been converted' i?to th~>< new..
a~re minor and will be
This is a new tool, creating - box-office and ticket 'OObtli,· f•:d.
with.
done to our advantage," said
many possibilities with dra- Mr.' Hesier hopes tli~t the
The· Little · Theater hasn't
Mr. Redd.
matic moves f<?r dimensional lobby might"' be carp·eted one gotten: a face-lift, it got a new
The original theater ·was not
illusions.
day. •
body. It doesn't look like a .
With a- higher ceiling and
The whole F-wing is barrier- junior-high school stage a.ny- 1
designed for acting. It was
built for the _ purpose of lower floor, the theater has free. Ramps. in the lobby, at more. It has been professionalteaching elementary school
gained about four .feet in the washroom entrances, and · ized. It's not a little theater
dramatics. It was a . poorly • height. This offers ·advant_a ges into. the tpeater itself provide anymore, so it needs a new :
designed . theater with. a very
in lighting technique. More accessable means for wheel- name. Maybe you can think of ·
small stage, and -:·a 'lack of
creative lighting angles ~an be chair persons.
an appropriate name. Submit ·
achieved. for dramatic effects.
The building is still not · your idea in the "help name
acting and storage space. These
created safety problems, visiThe seating area is elevated, complete. The light mountings the theater" suggestion list bility problems for the audiproviding better visibility and aren't up, so stage lighting is located on the bulletin board
audibility. There are three only temporary. Handles still outside of F-109.
ence, and lighting difficulties
due to a low ceiling.
sections of seating area; two at have to be put on doors. And
The. theater is opening with
the sides of the stage, dit.ided there is a chair shortage . Goldoni's commedia play THE
The false ceiling was reinto three rows, and a (contributions are welcome).
SERVANT OF TWO _MASmoved. The floor was lowered
midsection divided into four The ventilation system in the TERS. Come see this humordown to the cement foundarows. There is a one-foot in theater is a bit noisy. That was ous show and our_new theater.
tion. The proscenium arch and
height difference betwepn each alwayf' a problem. There are a
apron have been torn down. As
a matter of fact, tlie whole . row (great for us short people), couple of oddly placed electristage has been moved - ifs
And there is room for an .extra
··
} ou, JJ
on the other side of the room.
row of chairs, if necessary,
·
· PREPARE FOR: ·
39th]
Jutting out in the middle of
_The olq Little '.fheater. had a
. --:
ascending semi-circular seating
seating of capacity. of 150-200_.
, ·
*
aisles; is a ·thrust · stage. This
The _new design offers 100-130
· .i~
11
11
11
style. is very similar to a
t
capacity. "What is loS in
✓
Shakespearean-type stage. · It
seating is gained in visibility,"
creates an intimate 'atmossaid Mr. Hesler. The chairs are
•1,rL DENTAL BOARDS• NURSING BOARDS
folding seats, but they have
·
Flexible Program• a Hours
phere, 9ffering more performer
to audience contact.· -There a!-e ·~ been padded and recovered.
CJ"here IS o differe,.,cem
even' secitons .designed within
The room has brown carpet. For Information Please Call ;_··
~-H .
the audience'. area for ~cting.
ing, and brown painted and
2050 W. Devon
MPIAN
Mr. Hesler demonstrated
brick walls. The sea~-covers
Chicago, 111 . 60645
EDUCATIONAL crNTfA
just how useful this type of
are colored in burnt-oranges
(3l2) 7645151 .
sP~~rit:'sAl;;::,f~0,~38
stage can be visually, When an
and browns. The earth-colored
SPRIKG~ SUMMER. WINTER COMPACTS
actor is upstage (farther away'
tones and overall designs make
'MOST CLASSES START EIGHT WEEKS
from the audience, at the rear
it a handsome looking theater.
PRIOR TO THE EXAM. STARTING SOON:
of the stage) he looks very
The old stage are~ !las been
OCAT·-GMAT-SAT-GRE-MCAT ,
.
converted into a ' lighting
MCAT EXAM EABLY~APRIL 25th

Stageplayers drive on
despite theatre problems
by Fran Ehrmann
Two years ago, last Christmas, the Stage Players moved
out.of the Little Theater. The
theater was to undergo major
remodeling. But the construction was slow and didn't get
going until last, June. The
acting students struggled to
put on shows anyway by
working around the construction crew. They had to work
. under poor conditions and
were forced to put on shows
that called for little scenery
and few special 'effects. Sometimes the students used classroom F-109 for performances,
for exampl~, for CHARLIE
BROWN. Or they used . the
Auditorium when they could
find an opening in its heavy
booking. The Auditorium creeated other difficulties; such
as no _off-stage ,space for' sceo/Y
storage. It als.o has poor
acoustics.
'·
·
The Stage Players' struggles
are finally over. They can go
back home, for the Little
Theater has reopened.
Mr. Richard Hesler (Speech
and Performing Arts Dept.)
takes the credit for the
remodeling idea. Mr. Durward•
Redd (Speech and Performing
Arts Dept.) drew the desi.~.
"Before we only had an empty
room. Everything has been
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Chi<;ago theatre .
by Sue Lamb
This winter a very inter.esting and informative ,-:new
Mini-U class will be taught at
UNI by Dan Golman, The title
of the class is "Chicago
Theatre Today," and anyone
interested in learning about
and meeting people on "the
inside" of Chicago theatre
should look into it.
,
Mr. Golman, who holds a
Master's degree in Speech and
Performing Arts from Northeastern, is himself one of the
"insiders" of Chicago theatre;
He is Assignment Secretary of
the Joseph Jefferson Commit~
tee, ·a group of forty people
who judge excellence in both
Equity (Actor's Union) and
non-Equity theatre. The Committee holds an annual award
presentation which is televised
locally each year on Channel 2,
and has included such .famous
guest artists as . Lynn Redgrave.
In additio:p. to teaching and
participating in the Joseph
Jefferson Committee, Mr. Golman -holds positions on the
Board of Directors . of many
theatres, including Victory
Gardens, Chicago Theatre
Strategy, Travellight and
Steppenwolf. His work often
involves helping the theatres
through fund-raising effoi;ts (l
was asked not to quote the
exact amount, but it's enough
to say that a recent fund-~sing benefit at Hugh Hefner's

Playboy Mansion, headed by
Dan Golman, was highly
successful. )
As a young man involved in ' .
theatre groups at Wright
Junior College and the University of Illinois, Mr. Golman
was active in dramatics as a
performer, but later became
more interested in the business.
end of production. He was one
of the founders of the Stratford · Investors, a group of
thirty people who have contributed and invested in New
York and local theatre...,He has ·
remained a trustee of the
organization, which is a limited partnership agreement, for
the past twenty years. His
experience will be passed on to
students ·of his Chicago Theatre Today class; part of the
class will include counseling on
how to invest in theatre.
Asked how he feels Chicago
theatre rates today in respect
to New York, Mr. Golman
decisively insists that Chicago
is ". . . just as important as
Broadway theatre." He cites
I
the fact that such popular
stage hits as "Grease" -originated here, as well as the
world premiere of the new
show "Working", which is
quickly gaining popular recog~ ·
nition. Many of the leading
A~erican playwrights also
work out of Chicago, such as
David Mamet, author of "The
American Buffalo", a production currently on Broadway.

<l,l

.· ,.,...u....

,_ •~ \.

' · · · ·

As Mr. Golman notes, Chicago
artists "continue to be the
leaders and innovators in
theatre today", surpassing
Broadway. artists in creative
progressiveness.
On the agenda of Golman's
class will be trips to various
theatre productions at special
rates, with private question
and answer sessions after the
shows with the director and
cast. Mr. Golman will also
bring in guest speakers during
class sessions, . including actors, directors, critics, business
managers, and set designers.
To enroll in .the class, contact
Mini-U.
If you would like to learn to
disco, take great photogral)hs,
make pot~ry, learn techniques
in, karate and shorthand, find
out about ·diets, dreams,
reincarnation, or business investments, speak Spanish,
Italian or Portuguese, lpite
articles or poetry, or many
other interesting things, MiniU is the place for you.
.
Mini-U is the university's
vehicle .for · non-ciec!it enrichment courses, offered during
the . fall, winter and sp_ring
trimester.

trimesters.
Registration is accepted on a
first-come-first-serve basis. A
regi~tration fee ranging · from
$15.00 to $30.00 is charged per
course. Discounts are given to
UNI. graduates, students, faculty members, staff and senior
citizens.

Classes are usua11y nem m aspects of the hobby. Some of .
the. ·evenin_gs .qr. 0n Saturday the. areas to be discussed will
mornings with each session include: What:do you like and
la'st'in'g ' f;oni one to "three · where do you start? How much
hours.
. • . . . .
do you want to spend? Where
Over one hundred classes are you going to keep it? What
are schedufe~f fot "thls Winter,· are ·the differences between
1978 trimester. The following owning a "driver" vs. a
are descriptions of three _of "show" car? Also such pertithem. .
nent topics as buying and
1) If you've ever smelled selling, insurance and licenshome-made pread baking in ing, old car clubs, parts and
the oven, then sampled the restoration services, meets,
warm, tender slices, cut while shows, definitions and classifistill warm, you know what one· cations of cars, will be covered.
misses in just buying a loaf of
Both sections meet on
commercial bread. Making Wednesdays from 7-8 p.m. in ·
bread at home is a very Room 3-046.
creativ:e, satisfying process.
3) A course entitled "Levels
Mini-U is offering a breadmak- of Human Conciousness" is
ing course for the Winter term highly recommended to all
which meets three consecutive serious majors of . science,
Saturdays from 9 to 12 p.m. education, and psychology
,.There are three sections open, who wish to gain · a braoder
Feb. 11~25, March 4-18, and insight into the mystery of the ·
March 25-April 18.
•, ' · • behavior of human conciousYou will learn to make three ness. It deals with: What is
basic recipes in class: white, conciousness and how does it
':rye/wheat, and sour dough function? Does psychic or ESP
breads. With these recipes phenomena really exist? If not,
you'll be able to make many then what are their bases? Are _
variations: dinner rolls, cinna- there higher levels of human
mon rolls, challah, Swedish consciousness other than our
Limpa, and many others. Once ordinary dream· or wakeful
the basic recipes have been state? Does consciousness surmastered, you'll have the vive after death?
confidence to try any bread
This course will scientifically
recipe.
explore th~ and other topics
2) Two sections of a coµrse concerning this fascinating
entitled "The Exciting World subject. Section 1 will be held
.of Collecting Cars" will be on eight consecutive Monday~
offered, one section starting beginning on Feb. 6 and
' Feb. 8 and the other beginning ending March 27, from 6:30 to
on March 15,· each geared 8:00 p.m. in Room S-317 . .
primarily to the needs of the · Section 2 will be ·held on eight
beginhing';car ,:eonector. The consecutive Saturdays, beginthrbst- of . each course will be ning on Feb. 11 and ending on
primarily that ofan awareness April 1, from 11:30 a.in. to
session and will endeavor to 1:00 p.m. in Room S-317.
provide an overview of all
0
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No rest for Commuter

men· beh-i nd
the scenes~•?

· Center· 'Rat ·Pack-'

a series by:__s~e la111b

· C~ter the Molester) is the
found himself ptaymg :me-man
man who all the guys agree
by Sue Lamb
bucket brigade in the freezing
"makes the job fun" and
Four men behind the scenes
cold of the C.C. storage room
;'-'lieeps things alive" during
at Northeastern were found
where a broken pipe was
· work hours by being his usual
lurking suspiciously in the
threatening to flood the lower
obnoxious and irreverent self.
cafeteria late one afternoon
level of the school.) For efforts
It was hard to speak to Dino,
this week. Cautiously, I aplike these, the men have been
since his attention waR conproached these · strange .peoawarded with letters of comple(?) in gold shirts bearing ·
stantly being diverted by
mendation from the Administhe emblem "Commuter Cenpassing females: Like everyo~e
tration.
else I've talked to in the past
ter" and asked them for . an
When not with the rest of
interview. They ·excused themfew years, Di110 is an Economthe Pack, John Argiris is
ics major at UNI, and is
selves to huddle, occasionally
pretty normal. A second-seconsidering eventually becomglancin_g at me skeptically,
mester senior at UNI, he's
- ing a lawyer. He likes
until they seemed to come to Rat Pack because (to put it even on the Honor List (sorry,
favorite sport.
Mike Yamaoka, a senior at racquetball and plays the sport
an agreement. Their spokes- lightly)" ·.. . whenever we're John; didn't mean to blow
UNI who has held his job here every Friday at the Ski Harbor
man, a tall, dignified sort of together we always get in your image. ) He has a, double
for a year and a half, is also an Club in Highland Park; he has
guy, informed me coolly that trouble." He then proceeded to major of Economics-Business
Economics major. He is con- received several trophies from
for a small fee they would give me examples of the kind
Management, and hopes to
grant me a few minutes alol)e of trouble they get . into. (I
"find a job where he can . sidering law school at De Paul. tournaments he has competed
with them in the storage room would retell _some of the express himself creatively in
Involved in the Marshall Arts. in. Dino's other interests are
Mike holds both a blue belt in · women, basketball, women,
of the cafeteria. I declined, .stories, but we're not allowed
banking or finance. " Outside
Tae Kwon Do and a green belt wrestling, and women.
insisting instead on the safety to pri.'lt those kind of things in of school, he is District
After the four made their ·
in judo. He likes to ski and
of a lunchroom table and the a decent publication.)
Secretary over three states of
play basketball, and can often usual collectively rowdy exit,
eyes_ of a - few innocent · John, along .with Mike
an international fraternity
be found in the game rPom their supervisor commen~,
bystanders who discreetly Yamaoka, Dean Alexandrou
called Y-Pi, which .does the
looked away with a shake of and Sam Ghanem, unper tl\e
showing off . on the pinball "Yeah, for all the aggravation
usual Frat Things like spon• they cause, they're Damned
their heads. They were wonder- supervision of Chuck . Bacon,
soring athletic and social machines.
ing what a nice 'girl like me • the Facilities Manager of the
Sam Ghanem, Et _ ,·ecent Good." I just smiled . . . kinda
events, and is specially known ·
was doing in the company of Commuter Center, are responfor Partying. 35 of Y-Pi's 250 member of the :;rew, . is . .. and walked away. Quickly.
district members are North- involved in too many things to They were. returning any
such ·a notprious ,mo~ley crew. sible for mainta~ning the C.C.
eastern students. John is also ·write about here, and besides, minute. And it was getting
Because these four men, under and various rooms throughout
active in volleyball leagues, his I just devoted an entire page · dark.
the guise of Student Aides, are the school such as the
· to him in the fall as my first
Auditorium and Unicorn. They
. . . THE RAT PACK.
Man Behind the Scenes. Let's '
One by one (it's impossible ca n be found working as
J just- say that he holds about 60
to carry on an in telligible handymen at UNI every "day,,
.different jobs in- 75~di.ffen!nt -. ,
conversation with all four of . bet".."~n Rlind} ,,!,1SU~Y.,iP J,l,1.e ➔ .i . "
places ; , a n-d I-has' be cb m·e . a . '
them a t the sam~ . time), I --'.IIe_n ~taj ,~ .~ ~f:.tb-~ 9,9·'. ~,l_o.w.er, .,·:, 1,_ .~ r,,,
permanent, necessary and wellquestioned them a6out their level. They set up areas of the
loved fixture in UNI's Athletic
jobs and themselves. First, school for events, meetings,
Department, managing 99% of
John_Constantine Argiris, has banquets and social events,
our teams and occasionally
worked as a Student Aide .here and have occasionally come
giving tips to women pole
through to assist in emergenfor 2½ years. He explained to
vaulters.
cies such as fixing broken
me the reason for the group's
Dean Constantine Alexanwater mains (Dean tells of a
nickname: they became known
drou (otherwise known as
recent incident in which he
in close circles at UNI as The

- Teacher.Education-,
Refresher Workshop
)

Dance fever at UNI

Open to Seniors and Student Teach'ers,.
➔·qp,en t9 ln-Ser:vice ·Teachers ·. · ·
'

·

by Fran Ehrmann . ·
park district, the YMCA or it courses include j ~z, · 11).od•
Dancing is very .popular other continuing education and em, ballet and Hispanic dance.
. , nowadays. UNI is no ~excep- community services offer in' · The " enthusiastic 'dance , club,
, tion. As the dance fever strikes the way of dance courses. You Orchesis, _h as been offering free
the U.S., this univeE~ity can take just about any type, disco lessons at -the activity
manages to keep up wit;h;3the from belly-dancing to ballet, hour.
times offering a wide variety of tap or -African style; folk,
Some students aren't even
dance classes and performanc- ball-room, modem, jazz, Span-· aware that UNI has a dance
es.
,.·
. ish, _a nd:.the ever:increasing-in- studio. It is down in the
The media _is full ,o( ,dance. . _pop,ulatjty - disco dancing. A-wing, A-113. This studio is
_T he movie world is exploding Thank you, John Travolta.
an odd shaped room; some of
in kicks and leaps with . such
Dance shouldn't be treated the mirrors are warped and the
films as THE TURNING - like ·a ·fad. It is as old as man ·. wood floor is in need of repair.
POJNT, SATURDAY NIGHT .and .h is other art forms. 1-t's . But it's a large room and full
FEVER, an.d Rudolf. Nure- • ju-st been-getting more public- of -the lively spirit of dancer/
,yev's YALENTINO. And who ity· teday,· and with that instructor, Marge Hobly, head
doesn ' t know who Mi.k hail ·-- certain prejudices :are: 7 wiped · of UNI's· dance program:·-·
Baryshnikov is? Public .TY: has -awayt For in'~tanci'l; ·more ·and ·. · fo 'the ·r ecent ~ pai t we
.an excellent series DANCE JN . more men are taking baH~t ·· students of "UNI' have' ' b~n
AMERICA. A CHO.RUS cla sses . There are n o _ag_e tr~~-- ~ p~rfqrman.c:;~~,·, lecLIN.E , the play about th~ life .• r est rfctfonsif"eitlier. '.E\refi;>the :··_· t ure/ demonstiatio~s· and 'mas'. 9f a dancer, ·, has , op(lQ~ .. at ·over-wei~ht i6lk s:· are 1'p\'i.tt4{g'_.' ~ r:
,sti~h.
~s
. Chicago , s. Sh U ber;t ,;f heSe.t er • 1·"}in feot'lird~L,ilfW f;ign't'f \Vi th~ut . YI<itor _·-Clot,tey, , wLth :·: A.fri~an ,
'file Royal~innipeg ~Ballet ,is ·;,'fear'. _:' +;:~·•) ·.-:· \ '.'.,\ti t'•: ;• ;a.c,,- , , di1~ce, Robin' arid Regg{t with
iartO¥fII. The Chii;agp 1;3allet ~il-•,~ot'tR~~~-te~n~· aiiii;e ·_'d~~•.. >, ..:ais~ ~la~ce the Paul Taylor ,
·Company is in perfo~ ~~- ~Bf~inj ~ )t i rf ,o/it ji: 1
D~~~~.. ~o~pany, Joel Hall
,And _so much more. ·Chu;ftgq 1s scfioof has two dance compan- Dancers , and tqe Spanish
da_µ cmg, :
. . . . .·i,<i
ies in residence , the Arve dance companies of Jose Greco
Look at the Mum _Umvers1ty Connection and Libby Flem- and Lola Montes.
list of dance classes. For t hat ing's Ensemble Espanol. CredOther exciting events to
matter, look at what your local

:c1a~i~( bf
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Orientation Session 'Directed Toward

.The NATIONAL TEACHERS
EXAMINATION
(Scheduled For February 18, 1978)
Workshop: Tues., Feb. 7, 1978 at 5:0 P.M .
in Commuter Center, CC-216

'

For additional information contact:
EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATIONS
.DEPARTMENT
t "
Room 401~, E?C~- 8327; .·_ . . : . :·
. ,
'

~.
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Jif.:**it.************f
*

l~ok .. fi>r~ara•::.to ,_ lih 'e· - 'o~ :,
campus are a vtsi.t ,, frqm 'cGus ,
-i:'l~~lywood Bgd ~ 49.95 Jt
Giordano and _h is dance cq_m- :Jt Twin Matt & Box 5.8.00 · Jt
pany, early jn February. The Jt Full Matt & Box 88.00
Ensemble Espanol will per- } Queen Matt & Box88.00 }
form in early March. The Arve
F~ldi.ng Cot
49.95
Connection is planning a lift:Pillows
1.90 lf-.
perf01:mance \n May.
:-A good definition of dance in Jf. llf,,
1
poetic terms is " the smile of ·~
the body." UNI is caught in a
,. · .
Jt
beautiful fever and smiling.
,._
4635 N. Kedz1e
·,;.

*
A rnerican l

*·

s·

ieep Shop '.:.: ,

'l:~t\1t*****:.
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The Psychology.Department's Career Planning Center provides
job matching services for psychology majors looking for
immediate full or part time employment in the field. _Come to
S313-D, or call ext. 676, 668 ..
The UNI OUTDOOR RECREATION COMMITTEE in
cooperation with the . PHYSICAL EDUCATION DEPARTMENT is sponsoring a SLEIGH RIDE AND PARTY February
24, 1978 at 7:00 p.m. The cost is $3.00 per person which.includes
the ride, sandwiches and liquid refreshment. All reservations
must be paid in advance. Limited space available so hurry to the
Physical Education office and sign up. Contact Vi Johnson for
more information.
CALENDAR OF ANTHROPOS MEETINGS
January 31 _ Man and His Culture
February 7 _ Hunters of the Seal
February 14 _ Age of Man
February 21 _ Dr. Leakey and the Dawn of Man
February 28 -;- Ancient Sardis
March 14. - Ancient Africans
March 21 - Ancient Egyptians
March 21 - An~ient Egyptians
.
March 78 - Anci~nL~ew World, A,.~ci~~~ Per,Y:vi~s ,.. .. , •
A pn·1 4 - Gues t S peak er .
, . ,. .. .
.
_
• ,
•·· - Jf apY,one ~~a :i,t!r ·s~gg~sJions ;~: ; o~icl,¥k~ to
~ctivjty
. pl~ase .don't be shy,~ tell m~, David A. J enkjns (761-5977 ), or
bring your idea u~ at a meeting..Along with your idea you should
have information or ~ planischedule so that the activity could
easily be· planned or considered.
ANTHROPOS is sponsored by the Anthropology Department
for all students, noi just Anthropology · Majors, ~ho are
interested in Anthropology or the questions behind the HUMAN
existence/ experience. So please come and find out about the
' creature Homo sapiens. ANTHROPOS meets every Tuesday in
Classroom 2-094 at 1:00 p.m.
Sincerely,
David A. Jenkins
President of ANTHROPOS

pJ~ ~n,

UNI is .going skiing at Boyne Mountain, Michigan during
Mardi Gras season. We are leaving March 10 (rom UNI and
returning March 12. Meals, lodging, transportation, and lift
, ~ included for $8{>..QO. Liv~ ...eqteruµnment &wrdlly~t.
For reservations call 267-8500 days or 685-4915.ev~nings. _. "
The Red Cross Bloodmobile will be on campus lTuesday, Feb.
7, from 10:00 to 3:00 p.m. and Wednesday, Feb. 8, from 8:30 to
2:30 p.m. in Alumni Hall.
Get Blood Insurance for your whole family for one full year by
donating blood.
·W e need workers to operate the Drive as well as donors to give
blood. So if you can't give blood yourself you could . help us
operate the- unit for an hour or two. Jobs that need to be done
_ include registering donors, blood · pressure and temperature
taking, bag labeling and serving juice and cookies after the·donor
is finished:
Call HealthService, Ext. 355 to volunteer.
· A GREAT OPPORTUNITY. DON'T MISS IT! SPANISH
CLUff 'in~~s you to see SPIRIT OF · THE BEEHlVE, a
prize-winning Spanish film in color with -English sub-titles. It will
be shown iri CC-217 on Tuesday, February 7 at 1:00 p.m. 90
minutes dutation. No admission. ·
The Gus Giordano Jazz Dance Chicago Con!,!0rts - 8 p.m.
February 9-10 - Northeastern University Auditorium, 5500 .N.
St. Louis· Ave., Chicago 312-583-4050. Admission $3.50, UNI
students free.
Program - February 9:
The Rehearsal, Cat Stevens, Giordano
Solar Wind, Pointer Sisters, Morgan
New York Export, Prince, Giordano
Judy, Music of Judy Garland, Giordano
Progr~ - February 10:
Children of the Rainbow, Osibisa, Morgan
At The Big Club Hall, Big Rands, Kisner
For The First Time (Chie&go Premiere), Emerson/Lake/Palmer,
Choo San Goh, Washington D.G. Ballet Co.
Les Jazz Hot, Deodato/Sanborn/Coryell, ~iordano/Teeters
CCAB'S FILM COMMITI'EE PRESENTS:
Jan. 31, 1978, Marathon Man, 7:30.
Feb. 1, 1978, Serpico; 12:00.
Feb. 7, 1978, Mahogony, 7:30.
. .
Feb. 8, 1978, The Together Brothers, 12!00.
E-205 - ext. 505-50~. Rachel Besser or Jde Tylis.

On the evening of February
CCAB'S classical theater 'Committee"j>rti~~t;s; ~ • · ~~•'
~3rd,
197_8, at 7:30 in the Little
Feb. 9, 1978, 1:00 in the aud'.
<;, ':<t - -. ·· ,·, ~. -·.,
Theatre, the Department of
Speech and Performing Arts
.· CCAB •s·concert committee presents Gill Sc;ott , Heroq, Feb, 8,
will
present Carlo Goldoni's
1978,. 8:00. Free to UNI students, four d6llars to iiori students: ·
farce-comedy , The Servant of
THE SENTIMENTS of Valenti~e's Day are. universal: Join
'Two Masters, in ~ . modern
treatment directed by our own
the ,Spaqish Club in its PresValentine Day Banquet to be held at
Richard Hesler. .
' LA LECHONERA DE LA CLARK, Friday, February 10 at 7:00
p.m. Reservations ($6.50) available from Spl}.nish Club President .
The plot revo_lves around the
Flora Llacuna at 2-_042. Learn the language of love in Spanish!
. efforts of Trutfaldino to serve
.
.
two masters and· thereby
THE OFFICE OF SPECIAL PROGRAMS at Northeastern
coll~t pay from two_ sources.
Ill. {Jniv. has evening services for all day problems. As a part of
The play's complications and
student services we don't just work for minorities, we work for
hilarity , grows . out of his
everyone. Need answers for: bills, registration process, ,financial
attempt~ keep secret his dual
aid, academic advice, deadlines, and many more. For evening
employment. Will Florindo be
service, contact Special Programs: Office B-110, phone 583-4050;. united with his beloved Beax ~ 395, 396, 368, 370). M(;mdays IJ Tlmrsdays. ·
trice? Will Beatrice . decide on
her true identity? Can Clarice
ATTENTION: , ADMINISTRATION, CLUBS, ·& . ORGAN\ i;n $!?me to terms with Pantalone?
IZATIONS!!! All t_h ose who ·haveµ 't l\aA th_eir _Year)look ,Group,: .,.for a?swers to t hese and other
Picture taken y.e,t must ni~ke an appointm~nt no\\'.! Get i:tt -touch - •. questmns • ••com~ ands~ the
., ~ w_ith the Yearboqk Of~ic~·-~~ E043 ( 9~ dro_p u_s a le_tter:-_',. ~
, s'.ho~, .eh? It should be quit:e_ an
._ A··tteRt1·on ·. Debbie Photo
,f
,
. Editor.
,
, . .• , . • •.- , · . , -. · .. • open.ing act for t_he unveiling
. ~ ' Appoirit~e~ts will be accepted rio iater thin February 11, 1978.
of t he Little Theatre.
make your appointment now if 1. you want to appear · in the
Just to mention a few of the
yearbook!!!!
cast members · · · Truffaldino
will be played by Jerry Brown _
AUDITIONS for Singers and Instrumentalists will be held on
and Bob Leff. Clarice will be
Tuesday, February 21st at 7: 00 - 9: 30 p.m., in M-100 (music
portrayed by Karen Garfinkel
Annex), for the performance by the UNI Chorus and Chamber
and Marianne Protz. Other
Orchestra of KING DAVID by Arthur Honegger.
players include, well, come and
see for your~elf You already ·
THE STUDENT COUNCIL FOR EXCEPTIONAL CHILknow too mllch.
OREN is sponsoring its 3rd Annual Winter Carnival on Tuesday,
The Servant of Two Masters
March 7. The purpose of the carnival is to provide a successful will be ptesented in the Little
recreational experience for exceptional children and raise money
Theatre at 7:30 on February
for Children's Memorial Hospital.
3, 4, 8, 9, 10 and 11.
·
We need your help. You can 1) donate craft prizes; 2) ask for a
donation at ·your place of business (we have donation letters), 3)
bring a: -group of special children to the carnival or 4) be a clown,
work a game -booth, be a portrait 'a rtist.
Uenations can be left in the Special Ed. Dept. ·ottice, 4th floor
classroom building or put messages in the SPEC mailbox (same
place). Leave your name and address with all donations. We want
to know who to thank.
"'1"

G rad

st.u dents
ID ust
kn 0 ~
ru1e. S

PEACE CORPS, ANYBODY? SPANISH CLUB invites you
to hear Ms. Lindy Lesley discuss her two years experience as a
nutritionist in Colombia, South America. The Peace Corps
Graduate students must
Program is growing and it might be just ·t he thing you were
assume
full responsibility for
looking for as a step off activity after graduation.
'
knowledge of Graduate College
NSEF is offering 12 scholarships of $1 ,0Q0 each for students rules and regulations. Deadfor projects in ·better informational materials for other students. lines speetfied in the Graduate
Projects may be information aimiid at the entire student College ·- Deadlines are an
community (orientation guides, financial aid manuals, etc.). or important part of these rules.
information directed to _specific student _groups, such as women, The deadlines are included in
handicapped, older students, etc. Each of the 12 winners will be the Undergraduate-Graduate
awarded a trip to Washington, D.C. t,o accept, on behalf of their Catalog and each ~rimester in
school, a $1,000 scholarship which will ..be given to a student with the Schedule of Classes.
.Graduate students planning
financial need.
.
,
·
.•
For more information, contact;
to graduate in the Spring
,.trimester must submit a final
Maureen W e1;1ver
·:. applicaµon for graduation no
National Student Educational Fund
. , , later than February 10. A
2000 P Street, N.W., Suite 305
·. prerequisite for filing the final
Washington, D.C. 20036
application is . the submission ·
The Student Senate meetings for the month of February are of a preliminBrY. .application for
Feb. 20 & 27 at 7 p.m. in. CC-217. All members of the Urii graduation. All work must be,
verified as completed no• later
community are invited to attend.
·
than March ·10.
Graduate $tudelits
Petitions. are now available in the Student Senate office for the
positions of Student Senators. The petitions are due midnight t9 grad9ate in th'3.
Feb. 14. The elections will take place.no Feb. 21 and 22 on all trimester must . submit a
campuses. Any students are eligible t,o run for these positions. preliminary applicatit>n 'tor
There are 12 positions open for Student Senators. For further graduatio~ no later than
_information, please feel free to contact Greg Whitworth in the' February 10. A prerequisite for ,
Student Government office ext. 502.
filing the application is accept;
ance to degree candidacy.
There are 8 undergraduate and 2 graduate student vacancies on
Students may pick up the
the Commuter Center Board of Managers. If you are interested in necessary forms tn the Gradu~
running for these positions please leave your name in the ate College office, room ·• ~.
Commuter Center office with Joanne Power (her office is on the The Graduate College office is;
second floor of the commuter center) by Feb. 14. The elections open Monday through Thurawill take place Feb. 21 and 22 from 9 a.m.-3 ~.m. and from 5 day from 9:00 a.m. to 8:00
p.m.-7 p.m. For further information please call Mitchell s.·Braun
··' Jim . and on Friday from 9:00
at ext. 502.
r
a.m. to 6:00 p.m.

planning
-~'1ffllller
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A poor and a tame
-w estern

by Dan Pea·r son
If Gene Wilder is the world's
greatest lover I'd like to know
who established the criteria.
Most likely it was Gene
Wilder. In the traHers he
· · quotes himself as hearing that
THE WORLD'S, GREATEST
LOVER, his new movie, is a
very·good picture.
If only that were the case,
but Wilder's second effort as a
.. director of his own material
shows a '--considerJ1,ble lack in
that capacity . He · burdens
himself with the duties of
screenwriter, producer, and
provider of the words · and
music for the title song in
addition to directing and
· acting the title role.
All of which proves too
much to handle. A Charlie
Chaplin, at tliis stage, he's
not. A disciple of the Mel
Brooks school of comedy,
Wilder is not as bold or brazen
in his own humor. He holds
back. The film seems to
bounce along on familiar
slapstick, word games, nervous outbursts, and an overabundant Use of. bulging, staring eyeballs.
In THE ADVENTURE OF
SHERLOCK HOLME~'
SMAR'fER BROTHER, Wilder's directorial debut; there
was less undirected zaniness
and more heart. He established
himself as a leading contender
to the title of Romantic Clown
once held by Danny Kaye.
There has always been a
· certain childishness in his
screen characters ·but in
'WGL' there emerges a defi-nite, almost infantile streak.
As the highly strung baker
from Milwaukee, Rudy Hickman is prone to daydreaming
and sticking out his tongue
when pressed into an uncomfortable situation. Which is
exactly what Wilder is doing
to his fans. Putting us in an
uncomfortable 1>9sition, that
is, not sticking out his tongµe.
I'm sure Wilder thinks what •'

WORLD'S GREATEST LOVER a minor performance in the
Wilder canon. He is capable of
_far greater work and has
demonstrated that competency
in YOU:NG
FRANKENSTEIN, START THE REVOLUTION WITHOUT ME,
THE PRODUCERS and the
touching QUACKSER FORTUNE HAS A COUSIN IN
THE BRONX.
He is currently working on
his tbird picture under his own
direction
entitled
THE
HAUNTED HONEYMOO N
where Dom DeLuise will play
his aunt. It sounds promising.
Wilder certainly has the right
to make his own pictures, now
if h.e would only make them
, right.
Another gentleman who
· likes · to take on numerous
responsibilities is Charles B.
Pierce. He is the writer ,
director, producer, and ·acts a
semi-major role in GREY
Lana Wood [left] reacts to Alex Cord'~ impression of a wooden
EAGLE. This picture from
Indian in GREYEAGLE.
American International is a
Indian chief by the name of and was also a me'm ber ot the
slender tale of frontier infideliScaI'. In GRAYEAGLE, the Lewis and Clark- Expedition.
ty and pursuit.
Indian foe of GRAYEAGLE is
If the glorious Montana
The daughter of a legendary
named
Scar.
landscape
weren ' t enough,
trapper is kidnapped by a
_,. _,Jl1.1t, eg9ug!i. !!f .t]l.e ~rivial!- ___ Pietctt. makes use of a real
legendary-'Che-yenne- w arrior-'
ties and on to Charles B.
Indian to play the Indian
and the result never really
Pierce. He has produced five
sidekick opposite J ohnso_n.
comes close to the John Ford
movies in the last five years . Iron Eyes Cody, a veteran
rendition of the similar story,
ac~_I familiar as the Indian
THE -SEARCHEl{S,' but there '. that have made almost one
hundred
million
dollars.
They
who
sheds a single tear in the
are similarities.
include
BOOTLEGGER,
THE
Keep
America Beautiful comThese fall into the area of
TOWN
THAT
DREADED
mercial
portrays the tradition- movie trivia rather than into
SUNDOWN and .another lndial Tsmto part.
..
a~y stylistic or plotting areas.
an
hero
western,
WINTERAs
to
the
captor
and
In Ford's 1956 classic Natalie
HA
WK.
captive,
Alex
Cord
woodenly
Wood was the girl who ~as
Pierce is not one to be afraid performs the role of the
kidnapped. In Pierce's current
to blow his own horn. In fact, legendary _Greyeagle. Cord is
tale the unfortunate captive is
in this picture he makes his
best known as Kid Ringo (the
played by Natalie ' s sister,
entrance
on
horseback
tootingJohn
Wayne role) in the
Lana Wood.
on
a
bugle.
He
plays
a
remake
of STAGECOACH .
It may also be.interesting to
more-than-slightly demented His dignified Hollywood Indinote that Lana Wood appeared
renegade whiterqan living with an English is_an equal match
in THE SEARCHERS as
a
surly tribe of Shoshone for Lana Wood's protesting.'_
portraying her sister's characIndians.'
While Lana Wood is quite a
ter at a younger age. Another
The
dementia
must
be
healthy
looking trapper's
minor ftem is that of the name
catching
or
at
least
prevalent
daughter,
she does need assisof one of the Indian characters.
in
this
part
of
·
the
Montana
tance
when
she comes -to
In THE SEARCHERS, John
territory, circa 1848, for more emotion that can't be exWayne was tra~king down the
than several of the characters pressed in a smile. Natalie's
are afflicted. The already sister's screams are even
men'tioned Scar is a real unconvincing.
cuckoo and that Western
GREYEAGLE has the
veteran, Jack Elam, plays ·a scenery and the atmosphere,
trapper that has really been up and an attitude · that family ·
in the hills too long. He audieP.ces don't want to watch
provides some very welcome much violence .. In that respect
comic relief with his three- this is a fairly tame Western.
legged aog and . a mini~ture
~ -C?,,. q - , ~ ~ ~ ~
cannon.
§ Professional Typist §
In addition to Jack Elam
there is to add some more of §
1B M Selectric
the authentic western dignity
677-7748
that Pierce is seeking, the
presence of Ben Johnson as
John Colter, the man Grey- ~-~
eagle has upset by borrowing·
his daughter. The real John
Colter disco_vered the Yellowstone National Park, known '
then as Colter's Hell, with all
'
Carol Kane looks on in THE WORLD'S
its geysers and grizzly bear;

he's doing is good. He just
needs another opinion.
The movie recreates the
silent movie era in Hollywood
where Rudolph Valentino is
captivating the women of the
country. A rival studio headed
by the always funny Dom
DeLuise starts a contest to
find a competitor to the Sheik.
Wilder's baker, newly rechristened Rudy Valentine,
decides to enter the contest
and become part of the magic
of the silver screen. With a
similarly nervous bride of a
few months (Carol Kane) they
ride ~he train to possible fame
and fortune.
The combination of Wilder ,
with the slim, wide-eyed Ms.
Kane is a good one. She
projects the quality of just
stepping
the boat and out
of a phot ograph found in
somebody's attic. Wilder, too,
is not out of place in the early
twenties.
He einploys some old and
familiar faces that started
their careers in these golden
years of the movie industry.
Fritz Feld, Carl Ballantine,
Ronny Graham , and Billy
Sands all contribute some ·
amusing little 'schticks:
Wilder the actor and writer
_is certainly no~ without his
good moments. The interrogation in the bakery office, the
mistaken identities of an early
morning train ride, the sex-bythe-number scene ("Never stop
three. I'll do five".) and the
sunken livingroom converted
intQ a swimming pool scene are
all prime examples of Wilder ·
ideas under control. It is
unfortunate there are not
enough of these entertaining
gags · and situations to carry
the picture.
Wilder takes on too much
with too thin an amount of
material. He juggles . scenes
of pathos with punchline
, nonsense and throw-away humor. This in tum makes THE

off

t ,

Whoops! Gene Wilder
GREATEST LOVER.

J
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Project Hope
at UNI

• •

I

Young adults who
have experienced the loss of
one or both parents are invited
to attend a "Young Adults '
Parent 4>ss Group," 1 p.m.,
January 23, in room 315 of tlie
science building. The group
will be led by Dan Kuzuhara,
head of the Northeastern
psychology department's Project Hope, a university based
endeavor to help individuals
cope with serious illness
death, or bereavement.
'
Further information can be
obt!,lined by calling Project
Hope, 583-4050, extension 598.

WZRD looking
for new nienibers
WZRD, Northeastern's student operated radio station, is
looking for people who are
interested in radio broadcasting. Affectionately known as
"the Wizard," WZRD is a
non-commercial FM station
broadcasting at 88.3. The
station is on the air seven days
a week and offers a variety of
music, news and information.
WZRD is one of the most
active student groups at UNI,
participation is completely
volunteer, and no compensation or academic credit is
. given. Membership is open to

all Northeastern students having af! interest in radio.
This Tuesday, January 31 at
1 p.m., a meeting will be held.
in room 218 of the Commuter
Center Building for anyone
interested in finding out more
about WZRD and what the
station offers. If you think you
might find radio broadcasting
to be an interesting activity,
you're invited to come to the
meeting to find out more about
it.
There are a variety of
different areas where. a person
can become involved in the
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operati~n ·of a radio station: o~· · · area. ·Often referred to as . the
~- ,. "'"'
course, there's·· the . on~tn&-lUI'··
s tati·on Wl"th· the " surpnse"
work, but in addition to that
format, WZRD has few reguthere's production work, news ·:arly scheduled features. Each
reporting and writing, inter- , person o~ the staff has the
viewing, assisting with the
>pporturuty to present . new
record library, participating-µJ ~• ..; i_1e8:s, experiment, and ~ry
remote taping sessions, · ta~.. ili~erent ~ays of presenting
editing, . equipment ,,mainten~" .,t¥ ,s matenal. The element of
ance: ,. up-dating tne :announce- ~ .~·s urprise is cherished, as this
ment file _ · ,the list is just . all_ows the freedom to present
about endless:
things ..as they happen. One
It is the station's intention · never really knows what he
to provide a service to the will _hear when he tunes to
students of Northeastern and 88.3, as programming varies
to the people of the surround- from r!)Ck to jazz to classical
ing area, by provi~ing an and e~riin:entaI in the music
a:lternative radio service. vein ...,and from the critically
WZRD broadcasts news infor- important· to the blatantly
mation, music, and 'other inane in area of news and
events not often broadcast by information. The listener is
other .stations in the Chicago sim~ly . requested to check in
·
period1cally · to see if the
subject matt er and music
meets his interest:
WZRD broadcasts from stumanaged his o-~n photographic
dios
in the lower level of the
studio.for the P?St 5 years, and
Commuter
Center to Chicago·s '
other t han wor king wit h
Learning Services, has photo- noi;thside · and north and
graphed industrial and/or pub- northwest suburbs, and is on
lic relation assigiµn,ents for the air from noon to 11:00
such firms as Mons anto, p.m., 7 days a week.
If you ' re int erested in
Abbott Labs, Borg Warner,
becoming
part of the "WizAvon, Stanray, H.I.S., Mc'
ard,
"
or
if
you'd just like to
Donald's, and Dow Chemical,
among others. H e' s also check out what it 's all about,
photographed professionally come t o the meeting on
many well known personali- Tueiiday at 1 p.m.- If you can't
ties, his most recent being make the meeting, stop by at
Barbara Ed!;!n during her the station, located in E -58,
which is adj acent t o the
recent stay in the area.
We're most certainly pleased service desk.

Photo course in Mini- u
Jerry David, who, in the
- past, has been photographing
with our Northeastern University Learning Services, will
now be teaching three Mini-U
courses. Each will be designed
to help the amateur photogr~pher produce more professional looking results.
One course in still photography for students with very
limited experience, and t he
other for those slightly mre
;adva nced , will bot h start
Saturday, February . ,11th, and
run Jhrough March 18th;
: If · vour interest lies in
impro~ing your hom~ movie
skills, his. Thursday evening
course in Cinematography will
meet from February 9th,
through the 30th of March.
Jerry has -~eveloped and .

,· ·. , ' .

'·

to offer to our Mini-U
students, classes in so popular
a :subject, taught by ·an
instructor with so varied · a
background. ~ .

?'
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Mini-U
begins
·Feb. 6 .

serves the mood of a particular
cial. Music is also an integral
part of the body to contribute
something special. Music is
also an integral part, therefore,
only authentic music will be
used in the course. Unique to
the music of African dance is

We

P1z-zA
IN THE PAN

BHII. COCKTAI LS• WINE

aimed a~t self-hettermen t
Did you ever think of being manner of living. The dances
a .salesperson? A Mini-U ,also afford the people an
course entitled ' '. Can You opportunity for emotional reSell?" will give you a chaiice to lease, and each dance style
determine your sales ability.
This course is based on a
standardized test used by
some of the larger organizations in Chicago, enabling
them to determine two things: ·
1) Is this a person who is
like other successful salespersons? '
. 2) If I decide to hire this
person; how might I best train The winter term of North- ·
him or her?
eastern ·Illinois· University MiEach class member 's test _n i-U begins the' week of ·
results will be thoroughly
February 6. This non-credit, •
discussed and analyzed for
continuing education program
his/her personal betterment.
offers a wide variety of weekly
This course will beheld for
course at minimum fees for ·
six consecutive Saturdays (2/
periods of from three to ten .
4-3/ 11) from 9-10 p.m. in Room
weeks. Courses include those
. 2-031. The fee is $20.00 (with a
in arts and crafts, dance ,
$5,00 discount for UNI stuforeign language, health · and ·
dents ). For more information, · physical fitnes~, music, psycall 583-4050, X391.
chology, literary, ~nd perform~
A frican Dance, a Mini -U ing ·a rt s , business skills,
course wm meet fo r 10 specia l interests, . and two
consecu t ive Tuesdays from
lecture series ; one in compre4:30 to '6:00 p.m. in the Dance
hensive financial planning and
Studio. The instructor, Victor
one in metaphysics. Advanced
Clot tey, is a native of Ghana regis tration is advised Q.1and special emphasis will be though persons may register :
placed on the dance forms of at the first sessions of classes '
that region. The dances of
Africa ·are more t han jus t still open.
For further information, call
entertainment. T hey are of
the
Northeastern Illinois Unihistorlcai significance to the
versity office of continuing
country's inhabitants, educate
education, 583-4050, extension
the people and tell their
392.

lUNC~-OINNEI
LATE SNACKS

E

the dictation of the movement
and mood by the master drum.
Only after the language of the
drum is leQ.rned, can the dance
be complete and meaningful.
For m9re information, call the
Office of Continuing Education, 583-4050, X391.

C hrn broiled G ull.ib ur<JerS

11,1,. • Chi, k.. n • Ste~ ks

M
0

l 8101 Milwaukee Ave. H
Niles: 291-2100

E

(C•,n•r M.lwovla_H I o_,,.,,,,er )

S 3555 W. Dempster St,
H

Skokie: 675-2300
,c.,,,., o.,'.""'''•' a Certt rol '"

2727 W. Howcird -St.
Chicago: 331-2166_

THE

Chinese Buffet'
Enjoy the Smorgasbord
of Orie._tal Delights
lunch $2. 79 dinner S4.25
All You Can Eat!
N.ew Hours:
Monday thru Friday
Lunch 11:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Dinner 5:00 p.m. ~ 9:00 p.m.
Saturday & Sunday
Lu nch 11:00 e. m. • 4:00 p.m.
Dinner 4:00 El.m. - 9:00 p.m.

•

T

~t~:

~re opening °"r house to you

5854 N. LINCO&.N

A

I

334.525~ ·

R

E
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·1F YOU'RE DEAD-SET
AGAINST A
:KNUCKLE-BUSTER;
SEE ARTCARVED'S .
NEW.FASHION COLLECTION.

ON FEBRUARY 1, 2 & 3 THERE
WILL BE SOME SPECIAL PRICES
ON MEN'S AND WOMEN'S RINGS
SO ;MAKE SURE YOU STOP AND
CHECK THEM. OUT.

•NEW FOR MEN. We're introducing three Fashion C611ege 1<1ngs
for men that make a new cpllege jewelry statement.
They're bold, contemporary designs that go with today's lifr,styles.

SEE ARTCARVED'S
NEW FASHION
COLLECTION.

NEW FOR WOMEN. We're introducing thrPt' new
Fashion College Rings ior women to give vou a choice oi ten .
They're ieminine, smaller in scale, contempor,iry
desi~sJhat go with the kind oi clothes you wear today.

/

·coME
TO

I

•

RI.NG .·o ~y'
. at the

Collegejewelryby

JI RTQIRVED

*P.S. Knuckle-busters are our
thi~g. tixi. Wl''ve got one oi the biggest
selections oi traditional oval rings
and we fove them. Ii tradition is vour
· way. see our collection.
·

JIRlQIRVED RING bAY.
That's when the ArtCarved representalive will be here
to help you selecl your custom-made college jewelry.
It's also lhe day you can charge your ArtCarved
college je--:elry on Master Charge or BankAmericard.

,

·B(l)K N(l)K

Wo,ld-f>mo"' lo, d;,~ond and wedding ,ing,

That's when the ArtCarved representative will be here
to help you select your ring. You can -charge your ArtCarvt>d ring
on Master Charge or BankAmericard.

PLACE: VILLAGE SQUARE,

TIME:

9am .. 3pm

DATE: FEB. 1,2,3

ISt
Fl
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Ho-hum . homage
to Hitchcock
Anticipation can backfire. of pictures is deliciously
Devout followers of modem exploited by the Brooks eye
film comedy eagerly await the for comedy. '
A curious camera zooms in
next Woody Allen , film, the
next Pink ·P anther movie, and on the staff dining room of the
always, the next project from Psycho-Neurotic Institute for
Mel Brooks. The newest the Very, Very Nervous and
offering from that master of crashes through · the French
film parody and vulgarity windows. The dinner conversaentitled HIGH ANXIETY is tion stops immediately as all
now available for viewing in a eyes tum to. the intruding
lense. Embarassed, . it freezes
variety of locations.
What 'you will see is a and slowly zooms out sheepchoppy collection of gags and ishly.
The mention of "foul play"
devices concentrating on mur·
der, mistaken identity, ruth- sends up an orchestrated
less ambition, kinky sex and crescendo of response. Brooks
psychiatry. Brooks has mis.s- and -informant stare openly in
ing a method of making this amazement at where · in the
tribute to Alfred- Hitchcock a heck is that music coming
from . The answer to the
cohesive working mixture.
HIGH ANXIEIT is hilari- mystery of the amazing music
ous but only sporadically so. comes in the form of a passing
When Brooks connects, look bus filled with a bevy of
out, he is at his best when symphonic musicians playing
dealing with the conventions their hearts out.
This is funny stuff and Mel
of the suspense shocker
patented• by the filmwork of · Brooks makes good use of
the portly Englishman. The these and several other sound
eerie music and bizarre camera and camera ' twists to his
- angles that enhance and add advantage. As separate set
· the unique flavor of those sort pieces, his reproduction of

memorable Hitchcock movie
scenes prove to be just that.
Separate set pieces. We sit
back and pick off the film
references and restagings like
we were birdwatchers keeping
.tally on an early · morning
watch.
A recreation ofTHE BIRDS
attack, the often parodied
PSYCHO showerscene, passing remarks and plotting from
NORTH BY NORT~WEST,
FOREIGN CORRESPONDANT, and DIAL M FOR
MURDER are all in evidence
but the Wtchcock film that
Brooks calls on most heavily is
VERTIGO.
Besides the rewording of the
title, this film serves as a
major !!()urce of the plotting as
Mel B:rooks stars as a Harvard
Noble prize-winning pschiaµist who suffers from " high
anxiety': and is drawn into a .
web of intrigue, danger, and
survival, particularly his own.
In fact, HIGH ANXIETY is
often better when it is played
straight as a Hitchcock thriller. The· cheap jokes and

~

f

t!
Terror stalks the screen with Mel Brooks and Madeline -Kahn in "Higb Anxiety" as he can't
decide what kind .of picture to make.
.
,
" . ,

attempts at humor like the
flashing policeman Qften get in
the way of the story. __ Brooks
loses the pacing of the picture ..
with his lack of, decision pit
how · the picture is ~ t ~ be
played. Tins i.ndecisiori on the
part of B,;ooks weakens the
picture.
There is nothing weak in the
character of Nurse Diesel, the
driving force behind the underhanded and bizarre - goings on
at the Institute. As played by
Cloris Leachman, with a faint
mustache
and
pyramid
breasts, this character is
capable- of anything. It is .
surprising that Brooks in his
capacity as screenwriter did
not give her something more
to do.
Harvey Korman is a consumate sketch player and since
HIGH ANXIETY is composed
of one sketch after another he
is completely at home. Madeline Kahn, in the. role of the
industrialists daughter, steps
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smartly into the cool blonde·
persona that Hitchcock frequently used in the persons of
Tippi Hedren, Kim Novak and
" race Kelly. She's the type of
gifl to own a car that is
designed to match whatever
outfit she is wearing and
kooky enough to mistake
someone being strangled for an
obscene phone call.
HIGH ANXIETY will basically fulfill the craving of the
expectant Brooks fanatic. It
may not be as frantic as
BLAZING SADDLES or as
carefully crafted as .YOUNG
FRANKENSTEIN, but
Brooks in limited works, works
better than no Brooks ·a t ·all.
T~is psycho-comedy still
operates on a much- higher
plane than the pictures of his
fellow friends and comic
directors, Matty Feldman and
Gene Wilder. The master is
still teaching all the courses at
the Mel Brooks School of
Comedy.

Group ses~ions
discuss motherhood
Are you a young woman
whose mother treats you like a
child even though you have
children of your own? Are you
a middle-aged woman who is
trying to be mother to your
daughter and a daughter to
your mother at the same time?
Do the roles conflict? How?
What do you do about it? Are
you a senior citizen mother or
grandmother who feels tot ally
neglected?
At what age do daughters
become human beings, capable
of - and responsible for their own decisions, life-st yles~
virtues, and vices? Is t here
such an age?
Does fear of-the authority of
Mother paralize your relationship with your own daughter?
Is your own daughter afraid of
you?
Who is to blame when
communication breaks down
between mother and daughter
and what can be done about it?

Who should take · the initiative? .
All these and many other
questions will be explored by
those who wish to attend an
eight-session group discussion,
"Mother and Daughters, " held
weekly, 1 p.m. beginning
Wednesday, February 8, in
room 235 of t he science
building at Northeastern Illinois University. Sponsored by
the Adulthood Studies Program at the university which
is under the direction of Dr:
Dan Kuzahara, the group will
be led by Lillian Perlman,
former Niles Township High
School teacher, current North. eastern graduate student, and
specialist in Transactional A nalysis.
There is no charge for
attending. Further information
can be obtained by calling
583-4050 extension 664 or 670,
or attending the first session.

.
Where are the loonies we all love
Thanks for adding some humor
so well?
to lab sessions.' Thanks, too, for Where is the pomp and nobility?
that sincere talk of last week. If I If you have not gone away, pray,
hadn't taken your advice I may
do tell
·
have made a serious blunder. I ·where you are if you have the
know something's wrong by you..
ability.
.
. . if you'd like to talk about it,-1-'.d- •For the campus is lonely and
be,
.
~
desolate now
·Happy To Retuni The Favor.· · With only Normals roaming the
- - - - - - - - · - - - - - - ..
halls;
To the pretty red-haired dance All. the loonies, it seems, haveinstrnctor • who : works .in the
~ken their bow
A-wing:
' ; ·t··
And abandoned their spot off the .
- I've ·bad a crush ·on yowfor the . wail.
past ay2years. I am very shy and Wl,!.&e .'b~ ye all? 'Tis not,, easy ·
I have never had a girlfriend , beiQg a lonely loony. , ·
before. Can we be friends?
,
• ... Harpo; L.H.R. of C.K. r
Ron,

lree elassif iedS
lor sale

J~bs

For sale
Lead singer wanted for dance-rock
Dodge Coronet 4 door, automat- band. Call Alex after 6 p.m.
ic transmission Power steering, 878-4139.
Low Mileage, Excellent Running
condition, asking $400. Call MarTHE PSYCH DEPT.'S CAion, Ext. 724 till 4 p.m. Eve. REER PLANNING CENTER
RO4-4448.
PROVIDES
. JOB--~---------338-6408 MATCHING
SERVICES FOR
FOR SALE
Cross Country Skis - 84" long PSYCH MAJORS LOOKING
Bonna - wooden - poles , FOR • IMMEDIATE FULL OR
PART 1'}¥~ El~PLOYME?IJT IN
Bindings & Boots (size l0½l
THE
FIELD. COME To S313.D
Asking $100.00
OR CALL EXT. 676, 668.
FOR SALE

74 Mustang II Mac)l. II
6 cyl. 4 speed trans. recen°tly
overhauled. Black with silver
interior. Runs good. AM-FM
8-track stereo,
$2100.00 - B~st offer
625-1275
Kodakcolor II 135-36 pack .of
20/$50 or ofr. 384-2289.

My Baby,

Happy Annive."'Sllcy! Tomorrow
is a big day for us. "I LOVE
YOU!"
.
Sweet and Innocent

--------- ·- · -- Barb,

.

Sometimes I ~ onder about
beginner photpgraphers. Getting
upset because I 'forgotto leave you

a drum card is•-no:C reason not to
write back to me.. '
SECRET LQCKER PARTNER

MDR

Dear Chris B .,

Frenchy,
·
.,"-'-ed
Y
. ou are be1pg awuu .
Someone

According to my survey, more
than 3 but less than 10 to handle,
has made the World's Record!

. - - - - - - -;- _.;,, ______
- ~ - .::: _-:;- ,;:: ,- .-::..;;-::: -:,::: -;:._:;;;.~r...·.ry·:_-:~ ~unica}•·r•r"'._.,.,•;.;·~? ~-'"'·~"''"''.i\,,.~..7~i ..... , ';;;:.,• •• .;.;.,..,.~---=- ~ - ~___,_;-"l""' ~~
Learn · arid Earn in Healt h
Peter Pan,

Service on campus. Health minded
students now can apply for
work~study field experience. See

Marion Etten Ext. 355

personals
Ricky,
Welcome back, and take it light.
TBN.111

Do you know what happens
when two people get together on a
toboggan? Well, 1 won't tell if you

won't tell.
TOBOGGANING PLAYMATE

PEG LEG PEAVEY:
You skate like a KLUTZ
But you walk like a man.
Be a MAN!!!!!!!

---------------

---------------

~

~Y-our. True Blue Locker Partner .

:~ --;..- e. __,,..~.--- ~ ~:..........--:::.-.. ~""'-' . ....

Tinker Bell is looking for yuu.
Don't.pass up a great opportunity.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

----- - - - ---- ---

puppies

Beautiful mixed . terrior (Man•
chester
toy & Irishl puppies born
To My Shy Secret Admirer,
Jan. 8. Need good homes right
Please come forward and identi-. away! Brown male, marked brown.,
fy yourself. By the way, I'm white & black male, black female,
white female & white male. Call
playing Tenor Sax now.
Mr. Tenor [formerly Barri) Sax Sue at 561-2782.
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personals ':!~: :-

am fine, bu~--·- ; ' miss you
terribly: If you don't come over to
C1
•., ·. ,,, )I~ m~ 'soon, I will punch your
e este ,
·. '' friend "in •·the eye and bite her in
It's good to see a new face in the th~ hand: you ~ouldn't want that,
band. I ho_Pe you enjoy it as much . 'Yould you?
as I have.
· ~igned, The Once Passive Chippy

•

Dave

- ~ ---- ~ --------

.
~ Drl l\lagilla,
Dear
:{ ·H' appy
- , A nmversary,
·
b ab
I' Cape,
lad ha
,,'II, f . Ii.
_ e.,
m g
t t you can go trus You 're the best!
• Sat. I am really looking_forward to
"Um Ya"
· it because with you as my escort, I
Diamond Girl
know I'll have a good time.
Velvet News Flash,
Magic's blanket may have eaten
Sunshine, ·
three people. But her ice ,maimed
The light you give off warms two.
everyone around you, especially
A Co~cemed Obsef".Ver.
me. You are beautiful from both
-------------I
within and out. That is uniquely To the bud president,
you.
. You really looked terrific MonSomeone day.
From a few friends.

Hey, Northeastern Gays,
Can any of you tell me the best
place to meet people around
campus? I heard ~omeone say the.
4th floor of the library was about
the best, but I'd like to be sure
before checkin' it out. If you're "in
the know;" just drop off a PRINT
personal. I'd appreciate all the
help I can get. Thanks.
Ditto

Dear -White Pygmy:
. You didn't hurt yourseH skating; what luck!! Next time we'll
use you as a hockey puck!!!
Fellow skaters

Jehn,
Thanks for all the help / n Math.
Why don't we ever get together
outside of class. It gets a little
impossible in your office with
everyone running in and out.
Someone interested

Fifty points for · Doc, 1/18/ 78.

---------~----Teri point;s for Judy, 1/18178.

One h,~ndred points for ~ob M .
1/18/78.
Dear Goalie, [?) G.W . .
For someone who has a charlie
horse and muscles that ache,
Buy some Ben Gay (?) and put
on some skates!!!
·
Fellow Onlookers
-Dear Gail [alias· CRIPJ
Next time you try to do figure
eights, . look out for the hockey
sticks! HOOOOOOOO BABY!!!!!!
The Men

.

-

---------------

DEAR MARK REDDRICK,
I AM STILL INJ'ERESTED
IN YOU . CAN 'T YOU SEE
THAT WHEN I WAS TALKING
TO YOU ABOUT AN AFFAIR? I
HOPE TO GET TOGETHER
SOON . l'IIGIVE YOU A HINT, I
WAS TALKING TO YOU LAST
THURSDAY IN THE LUNCHROOM AROUND 3:30 THAT
AFTERNOON. WE HAD A
VERY GOOD DISCUSSION.
THE SPANK LADY [R.A.S.]
DEAR CHARLETTE, THE LITTLE SPANK LADY
I HEARD THAT YOU WERE
TRYING TO GAIN . SOME
WEIGHT . NOT WITH A
FRIEND LIKE THE PAGE 6-4
YOU WON'T! 1
THE SPANK LADY, WHO IS
.
YOUR BEST FRIEND
DEAR HELICOPTER,
CONGRATULATIONS. YOU
WON MY LOTTERY TICKET.
3UESS WHAT THE WINNER
GETS? MAYBE A KISS, MAYBE A .. : ETC.
THE SPANK LADY (38-30-42)

ANDY F. FROM WRIGHT
fHEATER (1975-76) WHERE
ARE YOU?
How was the party Saturday
Dearest Hibbits Jibbits:
DEAR PERDUE,
, May the tendons in your knees night? I still can't find Bob Z.'s
I UNDERSTAND THAT YOU
phone number to get in touch with
Soon stretc~ themsehr.e s -free
HA
VE BEEN TRYING TO
Phill.
Respond
in
next
week's
Those crutches will be toy
SOL VE WHO I AM . I GIVE UP
•
Print,
You'll be a man, not a boy.
Dear Bruce,
AND TURN MYSELF · IN .
Thanx
Pygmy, Magic, Boom-Boom, & ·
Happy Valentines Day. Please
WHEN YOU FIND OUT MY
Debbie from the lunch room
Kinky
for~ive me for last Sunday. I am
NAME rn 'fELL ' YOU:
P.S. Hi Jim M.
very sorry so let's forget it. I want
· BEDROOM EYES
BRO,
you back forever. I love you.
Buddy,
··
P.S
.
YOU
ALREADY
KNOW
NOTRE DAME KICKS ASS.
From The Golden Flutti
ME.
Hope you have the happiest
. ......
38-10 - yes it is! _.
.- ·
SIS birthday ever. Brush up on theMy Baby, ·
spelling of foreign words and _ DEAR SAMARL, THE LION OF
.
.
.
Welcome back. I've missed you.
American cities beginning with the · THE SOUTH .SIDE
Dear Barb C.:
Please be careful next time. I
BEING
·
AROUND
YOU
letters
Q,X,
and
Z,
so
we'll
aiw.ays
Good Luck. I know you won't
couldn't go through that again., " I
MAKES. MY HEART TICK AT
need it, but sometimes it's nice to cream them.
LOVE YOU! "
IRREGULAR BEATS. I WISH
Tootsie
know someone is behind you.
Sweet and Innocent
WE COULD ST ART ALL OVER
· A Friend
AT THE BEGINNING AND
Velvit,
To the girl with the "Gr~11by" hat
1
MAYBE WE 'LL NPPRECIATE
You are my buttercup
To Mary Faidley,
.
who got a B in Hesler's claSB:
EACH QTHER MU€H MORE .
you are my daisy
In today's day and age it is
All things on Earth (and a few
BECAUSE FINDING EACH
you are the one that
almost impossible to find a really
ot her places) ha ve a name .
OTHER
_WHEN WE'RE COMdrives
me
crazy.
sweet gal. Almost impossible, for
Therefore you must have one,
· Cape
INP FROM DIFFERENT DIyou are the exception to the rule. '
surely (not Shirley). If so, what? I
RECTIONS CAN BE MORE
a secret admirer
await a reply. ,
- - - - - - - - ·- - - - - - - ,\ Dear Hu!llhl,!! pne, .,
., __ R EW ARDINff TOM' ARDS IN ,
. , . ,,
·i:
Tanzania is doing fine, j.t 's •the, FJNITlif•H APPINESS:' '-(~,;;;~ t] ::;; ,
-~· ~; I ;;; _Fargpnia and Alliesn
;- .
t •• people who have to study the
THE LIONESS OF THE NORTH
The guy with the sandwich
Since Fargonia is now a
stupid country that I worry about.
. ..
SIDE
who got an A . F.eminist clan the _terms " lµng"
See you on the tennis courts.
P.S. TWO LEOS SHOULD BE
- - -. - - - - - - - - - - - and " Kingdorii" will-(no)·'lo'nger be •
Scott ,SWEET TO EA_CH OTHER:
RENE DAIZ;
used. All court personnel will be
Kiki,
, I have been noticing you for a
addressed as Head whatever (with
To the dumb bleach blond,
Love being that moral principle
while and it seems to me that you
the exception of the Court Jester,
I'm tired of the lies and other
which
leads
are immature, but you have some
because he plays basketball).
bullshit that you have been
one moral being to desire and
good-looking lips and a nice·
Head of the World
spreading around campus. If I
delight in another,
cush-cush.
P.S . Kim.is best
ever catch you opening your big
it reaches its highest expression in
Your mysterious friend
, mouth again, i'll break yqur jaw.
a personal
To Fargonia:
If you thi~ I'm joking; try me!!
In reguard (that's not how you . relationship in which each lives in
150/100
This is your first· and final
spell
it)
Oh
shut
up.
Excuse
me,
the
life
of
the
other.
0000000000 ... . It's -~oooo good .
warning. 1 want this fatce to stop
(your excused) in reguard to
Gold safety-pin earring
to~ you again!
NOW!!!
Fargonia recently being ordained
Special thanks to George and
LIBElED STUDENT
and becoming . the Church of
Confidential to Dr. Robert Betz,
Orlando of Physical Plant for
Fargonia I would like to petition
Thank .you for your enthusiastic
pushing me out of the show and
to be called Dr. Divinity. That is,
APPOINT ME ASSISTANT
approach.
for cheering me.· up op a most CHIEF ENGINEER AND I
in addition to
duties (not as in
signed, numerous students
impossible day. Thanks also to WILL GIVE UP ALL OF MY
going to the bathroom) as Court
Jester, What do (as in dog do) you ' Frank, evening shift, Security, for FISHING TRIPS.
think you .bunch of looney lake 'breaking into my car for me last
Dear Peg Leg:
SIGNED,
week
Even though ·you have to use :_~ds?
D .F.
FROM.PAM; WITH·1HE RED
Co·urt
. Jester
crutches, you're still one of the
DUSTER
P .S. Why does a hamster have two ,..
guys. By the way, could y911 tell
large
front
teeth?
-., --that guy to stop dipping his bread ·
R.B.,
in my •···.
You still owe nie that drink.
Guess Who???? Magic:
J.M.
Please reveal the real secret to • -------- ·- - - - - To Nick,
D.B. Is it a result of those hairy
OKE, ,
Get well soon. Lunchtime is not
blankets?????? I
YOU'RE A FRIEND IN A
the same without your usual B.S.
Guess Who?'l'l???
J
MILLION. CANN0T WAIT TO
Quagmire
.. ----· -------GO SKIING AGAIN. JOE SAYS
Dawn,
HE CANNOT WAIT TO GO
TOD. STARR,
l!,emember- one thing. In · the
TOO.
THE MAGGOTS ARE COMworld as it stands today, you have
THE DEITZ
ING!
. to learn to stand up to be a man.
' ..
THE MAGGOTS. ARE ·coMING!
. .
Sue
,. You played out y6ur hand just a
GUESS WHO? Dear Kathy,
little too . lotJg.
Happy Happy Happy BirthdaY.!
DEAR &PECIAL K,
.
Gregory
To Tony, the Mxiest male Mini•U
I'm truly sorry that we haven't
~ployee Qd th• sweetest. abl4: to go skiing yet. _The ~~ We hate to see you go. Good
bunny hill sounds challengmgi
Th
·
· · d 1· l
think b
,.,J.,...,. . .
ere •, are _ipany won er u
luck and best ~hes in everything
B · • hard
"',· ~~le ' iii 'this '-..;orlcf/ but I have
ak~~ it s he tothe ..~t ~tlg~~
you doll This office will sure be a
ung w n
,.,.,.,
s 0~
. ~.
t.to · 't
·teas
nderful
· mess without you. But we will still
around are right here in town!
;;oo,~ ' a~y QUI . . w~
ha:ve your smiling face gracing the
LOVE ALWAYS, ,._,
• ,_
Lov XX

a

✓
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LOVE, Y.OUR HAREM

To the sm90thest guy around,
I love you .
. Helgaphant

Tony, _
You ----!
Just kidding.
To my Shy Secret Admirer,
Please come forward ·and make
yourseH known. By-the way, I'm
playing Tenor ~ax· now. .
·
Mr. Tenor [formerly Bari] Sax
Dear Humble One'
Tanzania is doing fine. It's the
people that have t6 study ~he
country that · are bored stiff. See
you on the ·tennis courts.
Scott
Attention N.I.U. Concert Band,
The all-new BOOM-BOOM
Guide to Lunchroom Art is now
available in paperback.
Informed Source Publications,

Ltd.
Nelson, ·
I DIG YOU A LOT.
BR.

- .---------"""'."'---

Carribean •Venus
Milton's masterpiece Paradise Lost
followed •by Paradise Regaiped
but Paradise lost, unfortunately
fs something you have wrongly
.retained.
·
. · Nick
I am the Pastor of Fargonia. ·
This is my first personal! In honor
of my first personal I hereby
declare Feb. 3 a church holiday on
account of the· hell of it!
. P.S. CELEBRAT~ !l!!!!!!!!!!.
Rene Diaz
I have been lately watching you,
but I feel you still need a lot of
growing up to do. Do not get
offended by this but you still need
some maturity in you.
Someone. is, watching .you

D.P.
Weeks are dragging without
you. Twenty-three weekepds left..
Take good care of your. sickly self.

. Anna Maria loves James, . but
James' do~s . not want to get
involved. Too bad James!
Her sister-in-law
Congratulations to the new senate
officers and best of luck to all of
you.
,.-Jim Boratyn
To the Flexipg Men of TKE,
Now that I've seen those photos.
I'm going to send copies to Playgirl for the centerfold.
SHORT SHORTS

Students for Israel would
like to invite you to learn
ls:raeli folk dancing with a
profe$sional dancer on
Thursday, Feb. 9, room CC217, 1-2 p.m.

,_ _ j
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Timer ruins girl's .comeback
by Dick Quagliano
The women 's basketball
team, in a_ heartbreaking and
controversial game, lost to
Loyola University 58-55 last
Monday. This loss evened the
Golden Eagles record at 4-4.
Once again it was inexperience that hurt Northeastern.
Poor shooting, bad passing,
and little rebounding hurt the
team all game, especially in
the first half.
In the first half, Northeastern shot a measly 22% from
the floor while Loyola shot
45% . This was due to the fact
that Loyola was getting easy
baskets off of offensive rebounds. Aside from this,
Northeastern only trailed by
ten at the half, 29-19.
The second half opened on a
different note. With three
quick steals, UNI cut Loyola's
lead to four. Then a rerun of

the first half began. Once
again, poor shooting and
turnovers hurt UNI and the
Loyola lead bulged to 12 pts.
This is when the pontroversy
began.
The girls' game was running
-behind schedule. Loyola had a
men's varsity game vs. Indiana State following this one.
In order to speed up the game,
the Loyola timer took it upon
himself and let the clock run
on out of bounds plays. When
this was finally discovered,
more than fifteen seconds had
elapsed. The officials only put
two seconds back on the clock.
These "lost" thirteen seconds
might have led to the Loyola
victory.
This became evident as the
Golden Eagles began to chip
away at the Rambler lead.
With 3: 15 t o go , Karen

Reykjalen (game high 20
points) hit two clu_tch free
throws to cut the Ramblet lead
to two. But Loyola sank seven
unanswered points and led by
nine with 1 :50 left.
Free throws an baskets. by
Diane Quinn, Francine Porter,
and Reykjalin capped an
unbelievable comeback, and
Loyola led by one: A quick
foul by UNI saw Loyola on the
line shooting with two and
four seconds to go. The
Ramblers converted one throw
to make the score 57-55.
The clock read four seconds
but really should have read
:17. With this amount of time
and momentum in the Eagle's
favor, it was conceivable UNI
could l:gtve tied the game. But
the hurried inbounds was
intercepted and ended the
Eagles ' chances.

Airline Passenger
.Screeners _·
O'HARE AIRPORT
These are interesting and responsible positions available
immediately on all shifts fo r mature, reliable individuals to
help us better serve passe~gers. If you 'r_e a . student seeking
part-time employment, retued and lookmg for work, or are
at least 18 years 'of age, a U.S. citizen with no criminal rec~nd
and interested in a career in the world's largest and busiest
airport, apply in perso n.

For details, apply in person :

ANDY FRAIN, INC.
1221 N. LaSalle
Chicago, Ill . 60610

(312) 943-8989
An Equal O p p o r tun i t y Employer m /f

,,..- OPEN :FOR LVNCH
.
~

lhii'd den
~ove.

Senate eJ~ctipns _February 21 & 22
by Judy Macior
On February 21 & 22, at all
Northeastern campuses, the
UNI student body will elect
twelve senators. The petitions,
which are due February 14, are
now available in the student
government · office for any
interested students who care
to run.
The student senators' duties
and respon~ibilities include:
discussing and passing legislation which is pertinent to the
student community, be present
at regular and special meetings
of the Student Senate, to be
well info rmed of S t uden t
GO:vemme\i.t aria ft:s 1opefa£1oii,

9
?.~

to seek out and listen to
student complaints about the
student communit y and, if
necessary, to bring these to
the student · senate, and to
spend two hours a week in the
student government office to
be available to students whom
they represent.
The Senate consists of 25
senators and four officers. This
body has elections for half of
their members in October and
the other half in February to
take office in November and
March respectively. The officers elections take place in
January· and Ciak effect iir•

March.
The students who are currently on the Student Senate
and have devoted their time
and efforts to ensuring student
rights, whose terms ~ill be up
in the beginning of March,
(and have the option to run
again) include Senators Donald Collins, Sandra Dickerson;
John Downes, Sam Giberstein,
Charles Miceli, Carlos Martinez, (Sue Bernstein will . complete his term as he resigned),
Edward Miklasz, Lynne Panos, William Rzepka, Sonya
Sledge, Ava Stein, and Joseph
Zdiiebko.
,-·-

,

-;:

1

Lf •Q-

cCBM readies

for ~tudent elections
by Judy Macior
The student election for
positions on the Commuter
Center Board of Managers will
take place on February 14 &
15. There are eight unqergraduate positions and two graduate positions ·on this body
which governs and serves as •
an advisory boa rd to the
various areas which are under
the purview of the Commuter
Center.
The areas included in the
commuter center are the food
services, the bookstore (Book
Nook), the service desk area,
the conference rooms therein,
an various space and facilities
which service student organizations on the "mezzanine",
(the area above the Book Nook
which houses student acUvities , CCAB , and student
government ), 'media row' (th!!
areas surrounding the tunnel ·
that leads from the clas13room'
building to the , cafeteria, and
houses student publications),
- and the Box Office area (which
is managed by CCAB ). Any student interested in
serving on the board should
submit their names to Joann
Power, on the second floor of
the Commuter Center, ext.
333, by February 10, 1978.
Membership on this body
include~ automatic appoint-

ment to one of the three
committees of this board:
either Space andFacitilitieii
Committee, Finance Committee, or Services Committee. If
you have any questions about

the · Board or the election ,
students are directed to contact Joann Power at ext. 333
or Commuter Center Board of
Managers Vice Chairman
Mitch Braun at ext. 502. ·

·ANEW DEAL!

For Fashion Fever People

BETTER CLOTHES FOR LESSSizes : Jun iors , Ms., & M isses

YES - IT'S TRUE!

* YES, SAYINGS
' 9501
UPTO
/0
* YES, 1ST QUALITY NAME BRAN OS
S~G
.F .
RET.

• Current Styles·

~MS~Int.
3311 W. Bryn Mawr IH,

,.

539-1450

DAILY: 10:30-5:30. Thur. 10:30-l •.SUI. 12-4.

-------------

RP SPORTSWEIR! I TR

The "Moose" sold-·
exclusively·at

OPEN Al'

11 AM DAILY
,-------------------------·
COUPON
FREE -

1 Pitcher of a- with the pur,:ha1e
of a Medl um,t11zu.

FREE -

2 PIicher.. of Beer with the
pun:h11e of I Large Piua.

so, OFF -

----------------•

I
~

SUNDAY-

. . ! ·1. _._-~ . i \ J ·

MovleNfle, 10:30p.m,

TUES. & THURS.;;;:· Looiea

1:-

NIie. All
:.;nescorted ladles pay si tor a dri nk.,

'=! ;\".

··

_AnyLuncheonOrder.

' .

~-•fl «:

·LOUNGE • ·P ,U B

· ~: · 5338 N. Lincoln
~. . ~ - . -784~9638
-
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Poor free throw shooting
results. in OT loss
Five ·starters foul ·o ut
by John Stepal

I thought I was watching a
Batman adventure story for a
while. You know, the kind
where it looks lllke the end has
come, but somehow everything
works out as good triumphs
once more.
Substitute a few characters,
change the names to protect
the innocent, and you hav.e the
ingredients of tpe Northeast·
ern ·Lewis ·bas ketball game
which occurred on January 17.
If you believe in Santa Claus,
magic, or the Tooth Fairy, you
would have thought t hat UNI
·Nould emerge v ict oriously.
After all, the Gold Eagles had
staged a miraculous comeback,
scoring five points in 50
second to send the contest into
the first of its two overtimes.
But .this isn't the movies,
and · real life is usually muc;h
crueler.- Hence the 110-104
defeat to the Flyers, who are
not• mentioned in the same
breath with conference poy;eri;i
Chicago State and St. Xavier.
There was a time when UNI
was regarded among •the elite,
also. However; this has not
been a good year for northeastern, as evidenced by their
5-9 record. The Eagles' murderous road schedule has _been

who coolly sank the 18-footer
partly responsible for ·this, but
which tied the score to t he
· ask any player and he'll tell
delight of the (crowd? I've
,you that this ledger could
seen more people at 7:30 mass
easily be reversed.
on Sunday!)
_
There is no rewind button in
In
the
first
overtime,
Clark
ba_s_~et bal!__games . By now ,
bat tled the entire Lewis team
however , a remedy s hould
almost singlehandedly and
have been discov;red for poor
shot selection, an illness which . staged a superb performance,
has t roubled the Eagles t he ; causing the game to last five
more minutes . When Clark
·entire year. Hitting . free
fouled out , t 3 :46 of the
t hrows at a 58% · clip won't
second OT veriod, it was all
, ba l ance N orthe as te r n's
but
over for UNI, as t he man
won-loss record.
UNI , trailing.by 12 at half, · they fouled most often, Gus
W allek, refused to miss his
53-41, actually played a gutsy
free throws (something Northb allgame. Play ing without
eastern managed with amazing •
Tyrone Rutues and Lamarr
regularity ).
Moridane much of the second
What ' s interesting about
half due to foul trouble, the
t his game is that all five UNI
Eagles cut the Flyers' lead to
starters fouled out; Mondane,
five. By · this time, however,
Rutues, Clark, Lenard, Robert- ' Pictured here is Lamarr Mondane, who scored 46 points en route
bo t h of t he aforementioned
son, and Bill Dorrington, who to the 100-96 Eagle Victory over IIT. It was t he Eagles' second
players had fouled out , and
played an excellent floor game overtime game this week, and brought their conference record to
t h ere remain~d only fifty
and als~ contributed 12 points,· 3-2. Tyrone Rutues scored a similar amount of points and
seconds to play.
In all fairness, Lewis pro- rebounds, 18. amd Tom Rowan did the same wit h 9. [Photo by
But a .basketball sometimes
bably. deserved to win- They Diana L. Saunders]
takes crazy bounces, and it did
shot better, played more
· just that on Bill Polston's
consistent defense, and com-.'
second free throw attempt of
mit ted fewer turnovers than
a one-and-one. Sam Clark came
did our heroes.
up with· the rebound and the
If I had wanted to see a
basket to. narrow the gap to
~ragedy,
though, I'd have gone
86-84. When Lewis missed a
to see "The Omen."
free throw with ten seconds
. Tonight the endings were
left, UNI brought the ball
quite
similar.
upcourt and gave it to Clark,
Aim~t all the co~trovei'-sy a .bit: ~ hey
Ft.
that's been occurring lately, Sheridan 15-2 in the first four
it's good to know that the minutes of the period. During
PRINT is still good for · this time UNI worl<ed their
something. Maybe I'm wrong, fast break to perfection, as
but I have to think the unselfish guard Paul Pryma
. newspaper ·was partially re- repeatedly passed off for easy
sponsible in the junior var- twos.
played good defense, al)d
sity's 114-81 shellacking of Ft.
Even with a 22-point bulge
hacked away at the' ICP
Eagles canie out smoking and
Sheridan last week,
Stanley Eames' fourth foui
advantage. ·
blitzkrieged Chicago 22-4 in
After watching several hurt, as it left only Chuck
But twenty points is a big
the first five minutes of play.
games of catch-up, this writer Jacobson to man the center
margin to make up and the
The closest. UNI came, howme_ntioned to Coach Gary spot . (Nick Ca loger opoulos,
team fell short. Rich Ruff's
ever, was six as Ruff and
Briars (by work and in the other center was shaken
free throw cut the deficit to
Eames both fouled out, diminwriting) to motivate the team up in a car accid~nt and is lost
seven with 1:50 left, but it was
ishing their reb~unding considinto playing a respectable for the remainder of the
too late, and the Eagles lost;
erably. The final score: 73-57. ·
opening twenty minutes. On season.) "Jake" did not per98-84 , despite great second
As previously ment ioned,
. most teams such an effort form badly, but UNI missed
half performances by Stanley
the jayvees would be a very might be ' laughed at, but the Eames' scoring punch. When
· Eames (11 rebounds) and othe
good team.if they played forty
JV ~ here is an extremely he fouled out at the 8:30 mark,
players such as ~uff, Dennis
minutes of intense basketball
emotional team which experi- Ft. Sheridan cut the lead to
McGinley, and Paul Pryma.
instead of the ten or twenty ences tremendous highs and nine, but a bevy of points
You'd think the JV would
minute sprees for which they lows. At times the jayvees quickly put the Eagles in a
decide to play forty minutes of
have become famous. The JV:
have looked like a first-rate commanding position once
ball one of these · days. Why,
games this week are Monday assembly line, but just a s again, 96-71.
then , did they fall behind
and Friday, both at home.
often have resembled the
Everybody got into the
Chicag~_ University by 28
Game.time for .both is 5:00. computer which assembles scoring act for the Eagles and
points 49-21 at halftime the
The all-important second · UNI students' schedules.
it crune as no surprise that five
following day? Once again the · halves should start before 6.
The Eagles started out players tallied double figures.
better than usual. Anyone Rich Ruff was the leader with
who's followed them this year 30, followed by hot-shooting
knows that isn't saying much, Dennis McGinley with 16,
but it appeared the jayvees Pryma and Eames with 15
HAD come to play. The game each, and Doug J aegar with
began as if it would be of the 10.
seesaw variety, as UNI shot
The JV, who improved their
well but rebounded po.o rly, record to 4-7 with the decision,
permitting Ft. Sheridan easy is now looking at a potential
baskets which made the score .500 season. All they have to
19-all with 11 :55 left. Howev- do is remember basketball is a
er, a twelve-point flurry by forty-minute game.
Northeastern left the visitors
Upcoming games are toshell-shocked:, and also gave night against Kendall at 5, and
= UNI a nine-point halftime edge Tuesday vs. Illinois College of
(45-36) with their worst half Optometry at the same time.
behind them.
ICO handled the Eagles pretty
True to form, the intermis- well last time, (101-84).
_ sion didn't hamper the Eagles
It won't happen again.

Print does

something right!
o~,c~r~

Jayvees second-ha!/ i~~m?
You bet!!
'by John Stepal
The varsity is not the only
team which has had to rally
from a deficit. The JV seems
determined to make the practice into habit. Seldom are the
Eagles ahead at the intermission: if they ever were, coach
Gary Briars might be speechless. The junior varsity more
often can be seen shuffling into
. the locker room at halftime
trailing by 20.
Last week's games support
this hypothesis. Tuesday the
jayvees met Illinois College of
Podiatry, who took excellent
shots on route to their 55-35
halftime lead. Not unexpectedly , the Eagles • came out
fire-eY;ed . in the . second· -half,

rTJ ------------1 Homecoming tonight!

Eagles vs. St.·Xavier - 7:30 p_
.m.
Homeco·m•:i 0.9 Dance- 9:30_p.m.
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